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The 2. Some road noise at freeway speeds, but NOT too much. Clutch pedal seems to behave
differently in LA traffic, maybe due to heat, does not affect operation of vehicle. A little
excessive body roll on turns. Car still handles VERY well despite the roll. I am 6 ft tall and it
could use just a little more leg room. I love my Outback! Unlike many of the reviews, I bought
my Outback brand new. It currently has 87k miles on it and has never stranded me anywhere. I
change the oil religiously and keep up with the maintenance. When you buy a used car, you
never know how the persons before you have driven or maintained the car. As old as she is, I
still enjoy driving her. Too bad the new Outback's do not have manual transmissions. I guest I
will have to keep driving her until she blows up. When I bought my Subaru with only 70, miles
all my friends talked about how reliable they are and how great they are in the snow. But no one
mentioned the common headgasket problem. Subarus are infamous for their head gasket
problems in the 2. My car was fine for the first week or so after buying it. Then it started
overheating and I had to regularly add coolant even though there were no leaks. After
investigating, I've determined it is the headgasket. If you find that you are losing coolant
through your coolant reserve tank, chances are exhaust it building up pressure in your radiator
causing the coolant to back up into the reserve. Sure there are things about Subarus that are
truths At the first signs of bubbled paint on the rear quarter panel, get the strut towers patched sealed and get rid of the rust Your rear wheel bearings will fail, plan on it. I'm watching the
throat on the gas tank Change oil regularly We purchased our first Limited about a year ago
with k on the clock. This car amazes me even more than the other 2 ever have. This 14 year old
car performs perfectly. All the "luxury" features work flawlessly. It cruses around corners and
along highways like a BMW. Take it down a dirt road and you'll fall in love. Whenever it snows, I
know I am going to get where I need to go without a doubt. These cars are incredibly safe and
not one function was overlooked by Subaru. Truly a quality, do-it-all luxury wagon! Only wish it
had the dual sunroof.. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Legacy.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Sally Subaru 5 And Stuck in the 90s Items per page:. Write a review See all
Legacies for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Legacy. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon
on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No
vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Transport your gear and goods without the mess.
Click here to shop the Genuine Subaru Cargo Organizer. Home Subaru Legacy Genuine Subaru
Legacy Replacement Parts. Your Nearest Retailers. Liberty Auto City Subaru. Shop Now.
Distance: Kenosha Subaru. Wilde Subaru. Enter your zip code: View More Retailers. Select a
Subaru Legacy Driveline. Select a Category. When the time arrives to maintain or repair your
Subaru Legacy, choose the same quality that came standard from day one. Genuine Subaru
Legacy Accessories Fast. Built to perform and last with custom-fit and function. Wherever
adventure in your Subaru Legacy leads, stay plugged in. Comfort and Convenience. Less
difficulty. More enjoyment. All customized to you and your Subaru Legacy. Subaru style attuned

precisely to you and your Subaru Legacy. Protection and Security. Help prevent the worst and
lessen the impact of the unavoidable in your Subaru Legacy. STI Brand. The Subaru Legacy
mods you want for the power you crave. Subaru Gear. Shop Gear as unique as you and your
Subaru Legacy. More than just a quality product, you desire the self-expression that Subaru
provides. Connect more to your vehicle and other enthusiasts with Genuine Subaru Gear. Links
Subaru. Legal Policies. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative. Invalid Zip Code. Need to connect
with a Hawaiian retailer? Visit Subaru of Hawaii. About the Love Promise. Please check with
your nearest Subaru Retailer to learn about local special offers. For more information, visit your
Subaru Retailer. Click here to find a retailer near you. Proof of loss as described above 3.
Customer name and address 4. VIN for the vehicle being purchased. Subaru supports you on
and off the road with the Subaru Military Discount Program. Subaru is proud to offer a special
discount to active-duty and reserve members of the U. This program is also available to a
spouse or domestic partner of an eligible participant residing in the same household. In
addition, your price will be further reduced by any applicable zone or regional cash incentives in
effect at the time of purchase. For complete program details and eligibility information, please
contact your local participating Subaru retailer or VIP Program Headquarters at vipprogram
subaru. Recent and soon-to-be graduates can apply to finance or lease a new Subaru vehicle
under a College Graduate Program for leases and loans approved through Subaru Motors
Finance. In addition, all qualified applicants are automatically eligible for any special lease or
retail offers currently available. Visit your local Subaru Retailer for complete program details
and eligibility. Special finance rates available on all Subaru Certified Pre-Owned used vehicles
model years. No down payment required. Financing for well-qualified applicants only. Length of
contract is limited. Subject to credit approval, vehicle insurance approval and vehicle
availability. See participating retailers for details. Must take delivery from retailer stock by
March 1, Is your current Subaru leased through Subaru Motors Finance? Offer subject to
program rules and customer eligibility requirements. Ask your Subaru retailer for Lease Loyalty
Program details. No matter the challenge, Subaru designs vehicles that give drivers a strong
sense of control, maneuverability and security. Contact Customer Support for more information.
Learn more about Subaru Mobility Assist. Legal Disclaimers. Destination and delivery includes
handling and inland freight fees and may vary in some states. Prices, specifications, options,
features and models subject to change without notice. Actual mileage may vary. Actual mileage
will vary. Whatever comes first concludes the warranty. Offer may vary by location. Other rates
and payment terms available. Subaru has the utmost respect for the environment and is a proud
partner of Leave No Trace. Care was taken not to harm the environment when taking this photo.
A and Alcantara is produced by Toray Group. Subaru of America, Inc. Retailers are independent
businesses and are free to set their own retail prices. All information contained at this Internet
site is intended for the USA market only. Knowing your location allows us to display the proper
information for your area. Get the most precise number on the Subaru you want. Get a Local
Price. Skip to Content. Your Zip Code. Use my current location. Your Subaru Retailer. Subaru
Confidence In Motion. Outback Onyx Edition XT shown. Forester Sport shown. Impreza Sport
5-door shown. Crosstrek Sport Shown. Legacy Limited shown. Ascent Touring shown. Up to 90
MPGe. Crosstrek Hybrid Shown. WRX Limited Shown. BRZ tS Shown. STI Vehicle Lineup.
Subaru Tecnica International. All Vehicles. Find Your Subaru. Certified Pre-Owned. Certified
Pre-Owned Fully checked, factory-covered and ready for more adventures. Search Inventory.
Future Vehicles and Concepts. Cancel Apply Filter. Reset Filters. Retailer Offers. Contact
Retailer. Print Offer. View Retailer Special Offers. View Program Details. To receive a credit,
simply visit us and let us know that you have a vehicle damaged because of the California
Wildfires. Customer does not need to currently own a Subaru to qualify nor does the vehicle
need to be totaled. Loss must be sustained because of the California Wildfires in a qualifying
area of California during the period of November 8, through November 25, Proof of loss:
Customer must have proof of ownership, location and loss because of the disaster. The Subaru
retailer will require the following to qualify Customer for the credit: 1. VIN for the vehicle being
purchased Customer must have suffered vehicle damage in an affected area, but any Subaru
retailer may honor the Coupon. Limit one offer per qualified damaged unit. One credit per new
vehicle purchase. This offer may be used in conjunction with low rate financing offers or special
lease offers from Subaru Motors Finance SMF. The credit may be combined with any other
Subaru promotional offer unless specifically prohibited by that offer. Customer must take
delivery of new vehicle from retailer inventory on or before January 31, Any use on vehicles
delivered after that date must be approved by Subaru. To receive a credit, simply visit your
Subaru Retailer and let them know that you have a vehicle damaged because of Hurricane

Michael. Loss must be sustained because of Hurricane Michael and floods in a qualifying area
of Florida or Georgia during the period of October 7, through October 18, Customer must take
delivery of new vehicle from retailer inventory on or before December 31, To receive a credit,
simply visit your Subaru Retailer and let them know that you have a vehicle damaged because
of Hurricane Florence. Loss must be sustained because of Hurricane Florence and floods in a
qualifying area of Nor
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th Carolina or South Carolina during the period of September 14, through September 25,
Customer must take delivery of new vehicle from retailer inventory on or before November 30,
College Graduate Program Recent and soon-to-be graduates can apply to finance or lease a
new Subaru vehicle under a College Graduate Program for leases and loans approved through
Subaru Motors Finance. Special Finance Rates starting as low as 0. Subaru Mobility Assist No
matter the challenge, Subaru designs vehicles that give drivers a strong sense of control,
maneuverability and security. Please enter your first name. Please enter your last name. Please
enter a valid email address. The email addresses you entered do not match. Please enter a valid
phone number. GO Your information is safe with us. Privacy Policy GO Back. Connect with
Subaru. Get Email Updates. Customer Support. Please Enter Zip Knowing your location allows
us to display the proper information for your area. Your location cannot be displayed.

